Sail into St. Anne’s Preschool
Enter to Learn Christ. Exit to Serve Christ.

Week of:
April 17-19
Weekly Theme:
Rain/Rainbows

“Stories of God’s
Love”: 19 David
Teaches Us to Pray

Welcome to St. Anne’s for the 2017-2018 school year.
We had a great walking trip to Main Street last week. We enjoyed time visiting with Sara at the Post Office and mailing our
letters as well as walking by several other businesses downtown.

Although this April hasn’t held true to the saying April Showers
Bring May Flowers (not sure what April snow brings?) we will
be spending time this week doing many activities with rain
and rainbows. We will also talk about how David used songs
to pray and how we can pray anytime, anywhere in many
Important Information
different ways.
& Reminders


April tuition is due



April Deli Max
Reading Logs due
May 1



Remember tennis
shoes on Tuesdays
and library books
on Thursdays

Trip to the Post Office and Main Street

What are we working on this week in Preschool?
Young children are constantly learning about the
world around them. Most children learn best
through experiences and “hands-on” activities.
Therefore, what may look like “just playing” to an
onlooker, is really an abundance of learning opportunities. Here are a few things your child will be working on in preschool:
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Following classroom rules and routines



Listening attentively and responding appropriately to stories and group activities



Interacting appropriately and effectively with
others.



Identifying and writing upper and lower case
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letters. Understanding beginning letter sounds.



Spatial awareness (STEM challenges)



Basic understanding of the water cycle and what
makes it rain as well as what makes a rainbow



Recognizing and copying the basic rainbow pattern



Identifying different ways, places and times we
can pray—anytime, anywhere



Sequencing a story using pictures



Making the sign of the cross, participating in
prayers

